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MRD 147- Satellite Mineralogy and Chemistry  

Data Product Overview  

This data product is a list of minerals and chemicals detected on any spectrally-measurable 

satellite orbiting Bennu; this is a contingency product. For OVIRS data, spectral parameter 

values (with uncertainties) will accompany each item in the list; for OTES data, abundances 

(with uncertainties) and modeled spectra will be included. Note that detection requirements are 

for spectral features with band depths >5%; however, this product will include all calculated 

values, along with relevant measures of uncertainty.  It is incumbent on the user to ensure that 

any apparent detections below 5% are valid by examining the original spectral data. 

Overview  
 

OTES emissivity spectra and OVIRS I/F spectra will be processed to derive mineral and 

chemical abundances (OTES) and spectral parameter strengths (OVIRS). These observations 

will necessarily be ad-hoc, and observing details cannot be predicted in advance. The spectral 

data will be used to produce a list of minerals and chemicals detected on any observed satellite of 

sufficient size (filling at least ~25% of the given instrument's field of view). At present, we 

expect that initial results may take up to four days to produce, including validation. Because 

satellites are likely to be small and would be observed from a distance for spacecraft safety, 

satellites are not likely to be spatially resolved, but may be rotationally resolved. The products 

may therefore also be similar to the Rotationally Resolved Spectral Characteristics (MRD-

159), except that the coverage will be much more sparse, with observations at random and 

varying geometries, possible with the target in view for only part of the exposure. Although an 

observing strategy has not been developed for this contingency, the expected size of any 

potential satellite makes it likely that these will not be spatially resolved products. If they are 

resolved, coverage could be irregular and incomplete. 

Data Product Structure and Organization  
 

Mineral or chemical abundances and parameter strength data will be deposited into the SPOC 

database on a "per spot" basis and will follow the descriptions given in the SAWG SIS for 

"Global and site-specific mineralogy and chemistry".    

 

The exact number of abundances/strengths to be recorded will therefore not be finalized until 

SAWG's spectral parameter development is complete and the detectability of various candidate 

mineral and chemical bands has been established. Likewise, until a spectral library for OTES 

data is finalized, we cannot finalize the full set of minerals and chemicals for which abundances 

may be determined.  

Data Format Descriptions  
 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/x0v7X716/Rotationally_Resolved_Spectral_Characteristics_MRD159_.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/x0v7X716/Rotationally_Resolved_Spectral_Characteristics_MRD159_.html


At present, the values (and associated uncertainties) derived from emissivity and I/F spectra 

returned to the SPOC database are not described in the SAWG SIS because these are 

contingency observations.  The input data (described below) will resemble the descriptions of 

"spot emissivity and temperature" and "I/F OVIRS spectra" described in the SIS. We will record 

the version of the linear mixing model and spectral parameters used to generate the data 

products.  The spacecraft clock time will be used to associate the calculated values with the 

predecessor data (emissivity, I/F and related calibrated radiances) and other ancillary information 

in the database (e.g., geometry). 

 

Co-I Hamilton has been assigned to this product. 

Data Product Generation  
 

Mineral and chemical identifications are produced by processing OTES and OVIRS spectra to 

produce spot values for the abundance and/or parameter strength of each mineral or chemical.  

 

Required inputs and formats are:  

• OTES spot emissivity data 

o Two-dimensional floating-point array 

• OVIRS spot I/F data (not photometrically corrected) 

o Two-dimensional floating-point array 

• Thermal infrared spectral library for modeling of OTES emissivity data (from SPOC 

database) 

Co-I Nolan has been assigned to this product.  

 

Multiple versions of the product may be produced; these will follow established naming 

conventions.  New versions would be produced if significant changes occurred in:  

1) the OTES or OVIRS calibration or emissivity/reflectance algorithms; and/or 

2) changes in the versions of the linear mixture algorithm or spectral parameter algorithms. 

 

Data Product Validation 
 

Data processing at each step is rapid (a few sec/spectrum), but validation requires human 

examination, (e.g., of the best-fit linear mixture models to OTES spectra and cursory assessment 

of the validity of the OVIRS spectral parameter results) which can take up to several days.     



Data Flow  
 

OTES spot emissivity and OVIRS spot I/F spectra will be retrieved from the SPOC database. 

OTES emissivity spectra will be modeled to derive abundances of minerals and chemicals using 

the linear mixture model and spectral library.  OVIRS I/F will be processed to calculate spectral 

parameters for minerals and chemicals.   

Observation Requirements 

Natural satellite observations are a contingency and the observations cannot be planned in detail 

until basic characteristics of such an object(s) are known.  Characterization of the 

mineralogy/chemistry of any natural satellites at Bennu requires, at a minimum, dayside 

observations of the satellite(s), and that the satellite(s) fill at least ~25% of the field of view 

of the OVIRS and OTES instruments. For the best signal-to-noise, the object(s) will fill the 

instrument's field of view and OVIRS will prefer local times nearer to solar noon, whereas OTES 
SNR increases with increasing temperature and will prefer mid-afternoon local times. 

Irrespective of these ideals, emissivity spectra and I/F spectra can be generated from any 

OTES/OVIRS calibrated radiance spectra.  The expectation is that emissivity (OTES) and I/F 

(OVIRS) will be produced from all target satellite spectra; the quality of these spectra will need 

to be evaluated by the science team. 

 

 

 


